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Chapter 155 It’s Your Tum

“But Although Mariela studied the art of color, it was still difficult for her to really draw an artistic abstract painting. She did not

know how to start it

“Just draw whatever you like I got you” Paige handed the paint to her

The other designers chose to use paint to cover up the stains on their clothes. It was the fastest and most effective method

How to stand out from a pile of “paint works”?

Manela thought about it and suddenly remembered the old famous painting that was hung on the wall when she was a child. She

had an idea and was inspired.
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“Look, Designer No. 16 has both hands injured. If I remember correctly, her assistant is also injured, right?”

“They insist on competing despite being Injured. Their tenacity is a good example…”

“The key is that they have injuries on their hands and can still design their works so well. The other designers should reflect on

themselves.”

“Yes…”

Since there were only 10 designers and their assistants left on the stage, the judges and audience had more time for each of

thern.

Mariela painted the stains black, green, and gray….

The dress looked like a child’s graffiti.

“Although she knows about color aesthetics and uses black, gray, blue, and brown the right way, it doesn’t look like a painting.

Instead, it looks like a child’s graffiti…

“She probably never learned how to draw…”

“Unless the style is outstanding, it is very likely that she will not be able to make it to the top three.”

“What a pity. I thought she was quite talented, but I didn’t expect her drawing skills to be so terrible.”

After Manela finished drawing the dress, the designers and assistants around her could not help but laugh.

There was no screen in the competition because there were only 10 contestants and their assistants left. They would not dare to

plagiarize and cheat…

Abbigail glanced at Mariela’s work and laughed in a low voice. “What a piece of trash.”

Abbigail was standing next to designer No. 9 as an assistant. Abbigail only helped to pass things and did nothing else.

Fortunately, in this round, Designer No. 9 worked hard. She drew beautifully, and Abbigail felt she would win for sure!

Designer No. 1 and Désigner No. 2 who came with Jessie were eliminated. Designer No. 3 drew a landscape painting on the

dress. It

was very artistig

Designer No. 4 drew a painting of flowers and plants. It was gorgeous.

In comparison, Mariela’s graffiti had no patterns and looked ***.

“Paige, I don’t know how to draw…” Mariela looked at her work. “But I think a woman will look good in the dress.”

Next was making a style.

Mariela picked up the scissors, cut off the annoying sleeves, and made a big bow in the chest part of the strapless dress.

Mariela gave the skirt a high waist wrap so that it could better accentuate a woman’s waist.

It just looked like something was missing.

“Paige, what do you think i should add? Marela looked at her work and was in a dilemma.

“The loose skirt expands, making it grand and noble. The big hem can hide the feet, making the model look tall and elegant.”

Paige

said flatly

“That makes sense” Manela began to cut her skirt

Paige added a few colors to her dress. With the chestnut and navy blue embellishments, the entire dress suddenly looked like an

abstract painting, giving off a different kind of charm.

“Look at Designer No. 16. I thought she couldn’t draw. After her assistant added a few strokes, why does the dress look so

good?”

“The style, coupled with the color, looks so artistic!”

“The style is retro and abstract. The waistline is high, and the hem is loose. The skirt is artistic, grand, and elegant.”

“I wonder what it looks like when a woman wears it.”

“Alright, time is up.” The host walked up to the stage. “Now the designers or their assistants will put on their dresses and display

them on the stage in order. The judges and audience will score points. The top three with the highest scores can advance to the

third round! Now, Designer No. 3, please make preparations.”

In the resting area, Paige handed the dress to Mariela.

“This time, you go.”

“Me?” Mariela quickly shook her head. “I can’t…”.

They got full marks in the first round partly because of Paige’s good looks and aura.

If Mariela wore the dress, they probably wouldn’t make it to the top three…

“You can do it,” Paige said calmly.

“Paige…”

“There’s no time.”

Mariela had beautiful facial features. She looked pure and innocent. After putting on the retro dress, she felt something was

missing.

It seemed the elegant dress was not for her.

Paige used an electric roller to make Mariela’s hair curly. Paige also made her bangs **to modify her face shape. In addition, her

bright makeup and red lips not only made her complexion rosy but also enhanced her aura. Mariela looked stunning.

Paige chose a pair of pearl earrings for her. Mariela looked womanly and charming.

Mariela looked like a top socialite.

“First of all, let us give a warm round of applause to invite Designer No. 3 to the stage.” On the stage, the second round of the

show

officially began.

The applause below the stage was thunderous and endless.

Designer No. 3 wore a black and ***landscape dress. Although her makeup was fine, and her aura was strong, the judges still

felt a

little disappointed.

“The landscape painting is artistic. Unfortunately, the upper part of the dress is too tight. Although Designer No. 3 is thin, it still

reveals the **on her belly. Therefore, ordinary people can’t wear this dress.”

“And her back and waist were both exposed, which made the dress look cheap.”

“The ***on her back is exposed. It doesn’t look good.”

“I can only give five points. The five points are for the designer’s painting skills. But the style is too ordinary.”

Designer No. 3 bowed to thank the judges and the audience for their scores. It was designer No. 4’s turn to go on stage.

“A strapless skirt with a large skirt hem. Flowers are blooming on the skirt. Her painting skill is not bad…”

“From the side, there is an S-shaped curve, but the overall shape is ordinary. The design is not novel.”

“Instead, the diamond necklace steals the limelight.”

“Now, we have to invite Assistant No. 9 to come out.”

Abbigail put on the flower and bird dress designed by her designer and walked over.

The flower and bird painted with gold threads were vivid and lifelike.

However, Abbigail’s face couldn’t match the grand dress. She looked a little plain and not as beautiful as she imagined.

Abbigail’s long hair was braided at the back of her head, and she wore earrings. She wanted to look cute, but it was incompatible

with

the style of the dress.
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